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Chapter 2697 
“How could this be, how could it be like this? Impossible, absolutely 

impossible, how could you have the Supreme Holy Flame?” 

Zhe Yan was dumbfounded seeing the ever-rising supreme flame! 

The whole person was stupefied, he never expected that David actually 

possessed the Supreme Holy Flame of their Flame Demon lineage in his body! 

This supreme holy fire is a hundred times stronger than the supreme fire on 

him! 

“There are so many impossible things, I will let you see even more astonishing 

things…” 

David said, the cold light in his eyes flickered, and the flames began to flow 

around his body! 

At this time, the flames on David’s body were much more violent than those 

on Zhe Yan’s body, including the scorching heat erupting from the flames, 

which was not at the same level! 

At this moment, David was like the sun, making the area around thousands of 

meters extremely hot. Many people couldn’t bear it, and rushed towards the 

distance one after another! 



And the flame on Zhe Yan’s body, compared with David’s Zhihuo, paled in an 

instant, and the insignificant was seen as a big witch! 

“This is the fire of the ancestor of the flame demon, why do you have it? Who 

are you?” “What is your 

relationship with the ancestor of the flame demon? Tell me, tell me quickly…” 

Zhe Yan’s body trembled slightly Go! 

You must know that they are all disciples of the ancestor of the flame demon, 

and now David actually has the flame of the ancestor of the flame demon. ! 

They belong to the lineage of the Balrog, but no one dares to offend the 

ancestor of the Balrog, and the fire that they possess is also inherited from the 

ancestor of the Balrog! 

If they hadn’t come back to the flames, maybe their flame demon lineage, like 

other demons, had been exterminated and disappeared without a trace! 

The reason why they can still exist in the world of heaven and man now is 

thanks to the fire on their bodies! 

“Do you want to know?” 

David smiled coldly, his whole body was wrapped in flames, and said in a cold 

voice, “I am friends with the ancestor of the flame demon you mentioned, and 

I once saved his life!” “Not only the flame demon, the wind demon, the blood 

demon , Yin Mo, all of them are very familiar with me, if not for me, they 

would still be the turtles in the urn!” “I also 

have the power of Yin Mo’s dao pattern on me, you know that.” 



David’s words made Zhe Yan Falling into deep thought, because what David 

said was right. The last time he fought with David, Zhe Yan felt the power of 

the Dao pattern in David’s body. This made Zhe Yan a little undecided! 

“Zhe Yan, don’t listen to his bragging, how old is he, and with his strength, 

how could he know so many demons, not to mention that the demons he 

mentioned were suppressed many years ago, you How could you be deceived 

by him!” 

The second elder saw Zhe Yan being stupefied by David from a distance, and 

hurriedly shouted at Zhe Yan! 

Zhe Yan was all over for a while, and suddenly came to his senses, then glared 

at David and said, “Good boy, I was almost fooled by you, I don’t know where 

you learned it secretly, and you even said that you are friends with the big 

demons of the demon clan.” , It’s really brazen!” 

“I’m brazen? Since you don’t believe me, I’ll let you try other devil’s tricks!” 

After 

David finished speaking, the flames on his body gradually extinguished, and 

his whole body was wrapped in bright golden light! 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

David shouted loudly, and immediately above David’s fist, a ball of golden 

light flickered continuously. 

David swung his fist, and the bright golden light instantly turned into a golden 

ball of light and went straight to Zhe Yan! 

This ball of light carries infinite momentum, piercing through the void. 

Seeing this, Zhe Yan’s pupils shrank suddenly, and his body stepped back in 

an instant. He knew that David’s move could not be resisted forcefully! 



Although Zhe Yan had never seen the Holy Light Fist, he could still feel the 

terrifying coercion from this punch! 

Chapter 2698 
Zhe Yan didn’t know if the Holy Light Fist was the best technique of the 

demons, but the power of this punch made Zhe Yan extremely terrified! 

I saw Zhe Yan’s body retreating quickly, and while retreating, Zhe Yan’s body 

exuded a strange aura! 

This strange aura is dissipating towards the surroundings, and at the same 

time, the air in the entire void is rapidly shrinking. 

“Wuji Twin Flames…” 

Accompanied by Zhe Yan’s roar, the rapidly shrinking air exploded violently in 

an instant! 

For a moment, the void trembled endlessly, and David’s surroundings were 

instantly plunged into darkness! 

This brought David into another space, and Zhe Yan actually used space 

magic! 

David saw that Zheyan’s body began to burn, but the flames turned out to be 

two colors, one black and one white, centering on Zheyan’s eyebrows, forming 

two distinct flames! 

The flames on both sides of Zhe Yan’s body were trembling, and then they 

continued to condense! 

In the pitch-black space, a huge yin-yang disk appeared above David’s head! 

And this yin-yang disk is composed of two different flames! 



A frightening incomparable power emanated from the yin-yang disk, and 

instantly enveloped David’s body! 

David was in the midst of space magic, and there was no way to dodge it! 

“Hahaha, although I don’t know where you stole the flame of the ancestor of 

the Balrog, but you are still far behind in the use and understanding of the 

flame.” “Even if you have a wisp of the ancestor of the 

Balrog You don’t know how to take advantage of my fire, and you can’t beat 

me at all!” 

Seeing that David was completely suppressed by himself, Zhe Yan laughed 

wildly! 

This Boundless Twin Flames can be regarded as the most powerful move of 

their Flame Demon lineage. There are not many people who know this kind of 

unique skill, and he, Zhe Yan, has learned some superficial aspects of the 

Boundless Twin Flames through hard work! 

But even if it’s just superficial, dealing with someone like David who has just 

broken through to the state of fit, can be regarded as killing a chicken with a 

sledgehammer! 

Feeling the pressure from the top of his head, David looked at the yin and 

yang disc that was constantly spinning down, but David did not move at all, 

and sat down cross-legged with a plop! 

Since there was no way to escape in the space spell, David simply sat down! 

Immediately afterwards, the surroundings of the body burned to the point of 

flames, and the spiritual consciousness quickly spread out, slowly meeting the 

attack of Zhe Yan, the infinite twin flames! 

Since this move is also from the lineage of the Balrog, David feels that he can 

refine it to the point of fire, and he can also use this move for his own use! 



Just as Zhe Yan said, although David now has a ray of flame from the ancestor 

of the flame demon, he doesn’t know how to use it. David still lacks the 

understanding of flame, so David wants to start from Zhe Yan learned some 

tricks from him! 

When Zhe Yan saw David facing his Promise Twin Flames, he sat down without 

avoiding it, and was stunned all of a sudden! 

Did this guy know he couldn’t escape, so he just gave up? 

Zhe Yan didn’t understand, why didn’t David resist? 

Although the Wuji Twin Flames are very powerful, what Zhe Yan has learned is 

only superficial, and David will not be so frightened that he will give up 

resisting once he makes a move! 

Zhe Yan looked at David vigilantly, he was afraid that David was playing some 

tricks! 

But until the yin-yang disk of two-color flames above his head fell on top of 

David’s head, David remained motionless! 

Let the two-color flames envelop David! 

David’s figure became more and more faint, and his whole body seemed to be 

absorbed by the yin-yang disk. 

Seeing this, Zhe Yan breathed a sigh of relief! 

But just when Zhe Yan was about to undo the space spell, he suddenly 

discovered that the originally burning Promise Twin Flames had been slowly 

extinguished at this moment! 

And David slowly got up, looking at Zhe Yan with deep eyes! 



Zhe Yan was startled, and then in his shocking eyes, he saw the flames around 

David’s body also turned into two colors, half of which was light blue flames, 

and the other half was dark flames! 

Chapter 2699 
“What… what’s going on here?” 

Zhe Yan didn’t understand, how could the fire on David’s body have turned 

into two colors, and it was different from his flame color? 

But before Zhe Yan could react, the two flames around David’s body instantly 

fused together, and then turned into a huge yin-yang disk, moving towards 

Zhe Yan to suppress it! 

“Infinity Twin Flames? You…how do you know the unique skills of my Flame 

Demon lineage?” 

Zhe Yan was completely stunned. You must know that the flame of the 

ancestor of the Balrog can be stolen and slowly refined. of! 

But not everyone can learn their unique skills of the Balrog lineage! 

Now David has also displayed this unique skill of the Flame Demon lineage, 

which made Zhe Yan feel stupid. He couldn’t figure out how David learned it! 

If Zhe Yan knew that the Wuji Twin Flames that David used was just refined 

from his moves, he would probably be pissed to death! 

Just when Zhe Yan was in a daze, David’s Unlimited Twin Flames had already 

reached the top of Zhe Yan’s head! 

Huge and terrifying power instantly fell on Zhe Yan’s head! 

“Ah…” 



In this way, I only feel the severe pain in my head, and from the inside to the 

outside, the scorching heat makes people very uncomfortable. This scorching 

heat is a hundred times stronger than Zhe Yan’s own fire! 

At the juncture of life and death, he desperately mobilized the spiritual power 

in his body to resist, and the flame of Zhe Yan was burning violently, trying to 

stop the power of the infinite twin flames! 

Seeing this, David frowned slightly, and several flames swung out from his 

palm, hitting the Yin-Yang disk in an instant, directly increasing the power of 

the Promise Twin Flames again! 

“Ah…” 

There was another scream, Zhe Yan was instantly crushed, and his body 

burned violently. 

David could clearly see that Zhe Yan’s body was reduced to ashes little by 

little, and even that hard skull turned into dregs! 

But when David secretly breathed a sigh of relief, suddenly a flame rose into 

the sky! 

“David, you wait for me, we are of the lineage of the flame demon, the flame 

will not be extinguished, and the gods will not be extinguished.” 

The group of flames roared fiercely, and then fled quickly! 

Seeing this, David suddenly exerted force on his feet, and instantly chased 

after the flame, finally killed Zhe Yan, how could David let him escape, he must 

let the other party die. 

“You can’t escape, you are the flame, stay as my resource…” 

David caught up with the flame, then reached out and grabbed the flame, 

directly grabbing the flame in the palm of his hand! 



No matter how much the flame struggled, there was no way to escape! 

After all, David also possessed the ultimate fire, so even if he grasped the 

flame, he couldn’t feel the slightest burning sensation at all! 

In David’s palm, a fire began to rise, enveloping the flame of Zhe Yan, and 

began to absorb and refine it! 

This time, Zhe Yan was completely panicked. If he was absorbed and refined in 

the natal fire, then he would never be able to be resurrected! 

“David, I am from the lineage of the Balrog, you can’t kill me, or we won’t let 

you off from the lineage of the Balrog.” “Don’t think that we demon 

cultivators are all street rats. In the world of heaven and earth, our lineage of 

flame demons is very powerful.” 

“Let me go, and I promise not to be your enemy in the future!” 

Zhe Yan began to be soft but hard, and followed David to beg for mercy! 

But David didn’t care at all, the fire in his body was still absorbing the flames 

that were refining the flames! 

At this moment, Zhe Yan saw that David was not afraid at all, but he was too 

scared to die, so he begged, “Please, please spare my life, as long as you spare 

my life, I can tell you that we Balrog The secret of the pulse in the world of 

heaven and man.” 

“Although you have the supreme holy fire of the ancestor of the flame demon 

in your body, it is too little. There is only such a ray of flame. If you want to 

make the supreme fire in your body strong, you must constantly absorb other 

people’s supreme flame.” “I can 

help You, without my help, it would be impossible for you to find any demon 

cultivators from the lineage of the Flame Demon.” 



In order to survive, Zhe Yan had no choice but to betray his fellow clan at this 

time! 

Chapter 2700 
When David heard Zhe Yan’s words, he was really moved by this guy. David 

knew very little about the demon clan in the world of heaven and man, let 

alone the line of flame demons. David didn’t understand at all! 

If David wants to make the fire in his body stronger, it seems that he really 

needs to find a demon cultivator from the lineage of the flame demon. 

“Okay, I’ll spare your life…” 

After David finished speaking, he put away his Zhihuo, and then swallowed 

Zhe Yan’s life Zhihuo in one gulp! 

After using spiritual power to seal Zhe Yan’s ultimate fire, David directly threw 

the ultimate fire into the sea of consciousness! 

In this way, David can communicate with Zhe Yan without any obstacles, and 

David can also get some information about the lineage of the Balrog from Zhe 

Yan! 

After subduing Zhe Yan, the space technique instantly trembled and 

collapsed! 

Looking at the crumbling space technique, David sneered coldly, then 

stretched out his hand and waved, the sky filled with spiritual power spewed 

out to the surroundings! 

In an instant, the space technique shattered instantly, and David’s figure 

began to slowly appear! 



Everyone was paying attention to the battle between David and Zhe Yan. 

Although the two were in the midst of space magic, the violent vibrations in 

the void still made everyone feel the intensity of the battle between the two! 

With the collapse of the space technique, everyone knew that the battle 

between David and Zhe Yan was over! 

“It must be Zhe Yan who won. He is a person who has the unique knowledge 

of the Balrog.” 

The second elder saw the shattered space technique, and a look of joy 

appeared on his face. It is to kill David with his unique skills! 

Now that the space technique is broken, it proves that the battle is over, and 

David must have been beheaded! 

Hearing the Second Elder’s words, the Third Elder, Liu Ruyan and the others 

were all shocked. They were all looking forward to, hoping that David would 

be safe and sound! 

“Uncle Third, Miss, don’t worry, Mr. Chen is definitely safe and sound, he must 

be the one who came out…” 

At this moment, Nie Heng said confidently! 

“Why are you so sure?” 

The third elder looked at Nie Heng very curiously, because Nie Heng could 

guess right every time, and Nie Heng seemed to have absolute confidence in 

David! 

“Yes, how did you know that it must be David who came out?” 

Liu Ruyan also looked at Nie Heng in puzzlement and asked. 



Nie Heng smiled wryly, the matter has come to an end, and there is no need 

for him to hide it, so he said, “Mr. Chen holds my soul in his hands. If 

something happened to Mr. Chen, I would be a corpse by now.” 

As soon as Nie Heng’s words came out, the third elder and Liu Ruyan were 

taken aback, and then became happy! 

Only now did the third elder understand that, as Hu Yixiao’s eldest disciple, 

how could Nie Heng listen to David’s words everywhere, and he also became 

very friendly towards disciples of their lineage! 

It turned out that the soul of fate was pinched by David, and Nie Heng had to 

listen to David. 

Following Nie Heng’s words, David’s figure became more and more clear, and 

finally appeared in front of everyone! 

“Mr. Chen, it’s really Mr. Chen…” 

Seeing this, Fang Shu shouted excitedly. 

The third elder and Liu Ruyan were also trembling with excitement when they 

saw David appear! 

Everyone looked at David excitedly. After all, David was able to defeat that Zhe 

Yan just after he broke through the body-fitting state. It was unbelievable! 

The second elder looked shocked. He looked at David in disbelief, and then 

looked around David. He wanted to see if Zhe Yan was still alive! 

“There’s no need to look for it, the person you invited has already been 

reduced to ashes…” 

David said with a cold smile! 

David’s words made the Second Elder and Zhe Yan’s subordinate Moxiu panic! 



Now that Zhe Yan is dead, it proves that David’s strength must be stronger 

than Zhe Yan’s. This kind of shock made the demon cultivators brought by Zhe 

Yan tremble all over, without any fighting spirit! 

 


